We use neural network based features extracted by a hierarchical multilayer-perceptron (MLP) network either in a hybrid MLP/HMM approach or to discriminatively retrain a Gaussian hidden Markov model (GHMM) system in a tandem approach.
INTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art speech recognition systems are based on discriminative Gaussian hidden Markov models (GHMMs), where major points of criticism of this conventional approach are the indirect parameterization of the posterior model, the non-convexity of the conventional training criteria, and the insufficient flexibility of the HMMs to incorporate additional dependencies and knowledge sources [9] .
In off-line handwriting recognition, the authors of [2] apply the Minimum Classification Error (MCE) criterion to the problem of recognizing online unconstrained-style characters and words, and report large improvements on a writerindependent character recognition task when compared to a maximum likelihood (ML) trained baseline system.
In [4, 5] the authors apply a margin-based Maximum Mutual Information (M-MMI) and Minimum Phone Error (M-MPE) training criterion to an HMM-based off-line handwriting recognition system and report up to 33% relative improvement in word error rate (WER) compared to an ML trained baseline system.
State-of-the-art handwritten text recognition system are usually based on GHMMs too [1] , with hybrid neural network [7, 8] or tandem based approaches [16] being recently very successful in online and off-line handwriting recognition.
However, most of the tandem based approaches use an ML based training criterion to retrain the GHMMs. In this work, we therefore investigate in and contribute to the following topics:
• We directly compare hybrid and tandem based approaches • We analyze the alignment quality impact in MLP training • We analyze discriminative MLP features for discriminatively trained GHMMs • We evaluate on isolated word and large-vocabulary continuous handwriting recognition tasks In the following we describe how we combine both approaches, i.e. discriminative GHMMs using discriminative MLP based features. We make use of our novel RWTH OCR system 1 , which is based on a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) framework known as RWTH ASR 2 . Both systems are publicly available.
MLP BASED FEATURE EXTRACTION
Without any preprocessing of the input images, we extract simple appearance-based image slice features x t at every time step t = 1, · · · , T which are augmented by their temporal derivatives in horizontal direction ∆ = x t − x t−1 . These augmented raw slice features X t = [x t , ∆] together with their corresponding state alignments are then processed by a hierarchical MLP framework originally described in [17] . Depending on the MLP hierarchy, preprocessing, and postprocessing operations, several feature sets can be generated. In order to incorporate temporal and spatial context into the features, we concatenate consecutive features in a sliding Instead of using log-PCA/LDA reduced MLP posterior features for retraining a Gaussian HMM system, log-posterior features can be directly used without any reduction in a hybrid MLP/HMM framework [3] , as briefly described in section 3.
HMM BASED HANDWRITING RECOGNITION
In offline handwriting recognition, we are searching for an unknown word sequence W 
with κ being a scaling exponent of the language model. GHMM. Our baseline system is a hidden Markov model (HMM) system which is Viterbi trained using the maximumlikelihood (ML) training criterion. As features we directly use the raw slice features within a sliding window of size 7 which are reduced by PCA to 30 components. The ML trained Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are retrained using a discriminative training approach based on the margin-based M-MMI/M-MPE criteria as presented in [11] . Hybrid MLP/HMM. The MLP posterior probabilities p(S|X) are divided by the prior state probabilities p(S) in order to approximate the observation probabilities of an HMM, i.e. p(X|S) ≈ p(S|X) p(S) as described in [3] , i.e. − log p(X|S) = − log p(S|X) + α log p(S) with α being a priori scaling factor in our log-linear framework 3 . MLP-GHMM. The tandem MLP-GHMM is retrained from scratch using the MLP log-posterior features as described in section 2 (also cf. [16] ). Again, different training criteria [10] can be used. Note that the MLP network itself can also be initialized using the different GHMM baseline system's alignments (cf. alignment impact in Table 3 ). 3 a tuning of the priori scaling factor α lead to no improvements
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Isolated Word Recognition
The IfN/ENIT database is divided into four training folds with an additional fold for testing. The current database version (v2.0p1e) contains a total of 32492 Arabic words handwritten by about 1000 writers, and has a vocabulary size of 937 Tunisian town names. Here, we follow the same evaluation protocol as for the ICDAR and ICFHR Arabic handwriting recognition competitions [14] . Due to a character and position dependent length modeling of the 28 base Arabic characters [6] , we finally model the Arabic words by 216 different character labels. The system described in [4] is used to generate an initial alignment of the features to the 216 labels. Our GHMM baseline system (see Table 1 ) uses 3 mixtures per character label, resulting in up to 646 mixtures with 55k densities. The MLP networks have been trained on raw pixel column features from the sets a, b, and c only. RAW MLP Features. The hierarchical system uses at the first level no windowing of the input features, a single hidden layer with 2000 nodes, and 216 output nodes, which are reduced by a log-PCA transformation to 32 components. The second network concatenates these features in addition to the raw features, and uses a window size of 9 consecutive features The 576-dimensional features (i.e. 32 × 2 × 9 features) are forwarded to a single hidden layer with 3000 nodes, and reduced by a log-PCA transformation to 32 components. TRAP-DCT MLP Features. The system uses a TRAP-DCT [12] preprocessing of the raw pixel input features. The hierarchical system uses at the first level a spatio-temporal TRAP-DCT window to augment the 32-dimensional raw pixel input feature vectors to a 256-dimensional vector. Again, the first level hierarchical network uses a single hidden layer with 1500 nodes, and 216 output nodes, which are reduced by a log-LDA transformation to 96 components. The second network concatenates these features in addition to the raw features, and uses a window size of 5 consecutive log-LDA network features, and a window size of 9 consecutive raw input features to account for different spatio-temporal information. The 768-dimensional features (i.e. 96 × 5 + 32 × 9 features) are forwarded to a single hidden layer with 3000 nodes, and reduced by a log-LDA transformation to 36 components.
We empirically optimized different MLP feature combinations on the IfN/ENIT training folds, which showed no significant difference. The TRAP-DCT log-posterior features are used in Table 1 for the hybrid MLP/HMM approach, which turned out to perform slightly better than the RAW features in these informal experiments. Furthermore, we observed that a discriminative MLP-GHMM system is about 25% relative better than a generatively trained one, especially in combination with concatenated RAW+TRAP-DCT features. The comparison in Table 1 shows a significant advantage of the retrained tandem MLP-GHMM system over the hybrid MLP/HMM and the GHMM baseline. ICFHR Arabic handwriting recognition competition. In the following we briefly describe our HMM systems submitted to the ICFHR Arabic handwriting recognition competition [14] . The MLP network has been trained for both systems with an alignment generated by the ML trained GHMM baseline system. The submitted System-1 is a discriminatively trained system using the M-MMI criterion [11] and the 68-dimensional concatenated MLP features. System-2 is an ML trained MLP-GHMM baseline system as described in [6] , which uses 8 splits with up to 256 densities per mixture and 3 mixtures per character label, resulting in about 82k densities. In Table 2 it can be seen that both our GHMM and MLP-GHMM systems outperform the hybrid system of the A2iA group. Furthermore it can be observed that the performance of our MLP-GHMM is close to the performance of the hybrid RNN/CTC system: as the CTC framework is very similar to an HMM based decoding, the main power probably comes from the tuned recurrent neural network (RNN).
Large-Vocabulary Recognition
Experiments for continuous sentence recognition are conducted on the IAM database [15] using a large-vocabulary lexicon and additional external language model resources as proposed in [1] . It contains a total number of 1,539 pages with 5,685 sentences in 9,862 lines. All words are build using only 79 different symbols which consist of both upper-and 1 ) and a 50k lexicon. Each character in our ML trained GHMM baseline system is modeled by a 10-state left-to-right HMM with five separate GMMs, resulting in 391 mixtures with 25k Gaussian densities after ML training and globally pooled diagonal variances [5] . The MLP networks are similar to the IfN/ENIT networks, except that we use 80 output nodes in each hierarchy layer. For the TRAP-DCT MLP networks we use a log-LDA reduction to 40 components in the first and second network. In Table 3 we keep all tuning parameters fixed and analyze the impact of ML/M-MMI/M-MPE state alignments in MLP training. As expected the quality of initial feature labeling in MLP training has a significant impact, as the M-MPE alignments always outperform the ML alignments. Note that an alternating optimization of MLP and MLP-GHMM systems via realignments did so far not further improve the overall performance. Furthermore it can be observed that MLP features help in general, and that RAW MLP features seem to outperform TRAP-DCT features.
A comparison of our proposed framework to other approaches is given in Table 4 , where a strong improvement by M-MPE training in combination with RAW MLP features can be observed.
CONCLUSIONS
Significant improvements could be achieved by means of MLP based features for an HMM-based handwriting recognition system. Due to the nature of the chosen framework and databases, it can be assumed that most results can be • retrained tandem MLP-GHMM could always outperform the hybrid MLP/HMM approach (for any considered training criterion, i.e. ML/M-MMI/M-MPE) • first layer feature reduction in hierarchical MLP networks is uncritical, second layer feature reduction should be about 50% w.r.t. number of output labels • the quality of the initial alignment to train the MLP has a high impact on the discriminative quality of the generated log-posterior features • relative improvements usually achieved with discriminative M-MMI/M-MPE training can also be observed in combination with discriminative MLP features, i.e. effects can be accumulated • generatively trained systems perform better with more densities, discriminatively trained systems with fewer Interesting for further research will remain hybrid NN / HMM approaches [7, 8, 16] , combining the advantages of large and non-linear context modeling via neural networks while profiting from the Markovian sequence modeling. This is also supported by the 36% relative improvement we could achieve in the ICFHR 2010 Arabic handwriting competition [14] with the proposed framework.
